Date of Addendum No. “2” Issued: March 16, 2015

Purpose of this Addendum is to

Respond to questions received.

1. What are your expectations for the length of the simulated power outage test for each generator? 4 hours
2. Do you pay EPA fees, when battery changes are required? Yes
3. Is there a minimum on service call charges (i.e. 2 hour minimum vs. time on site only)? We pay for on-site time only.
4. Do you pay freight on parts for service calls/repairs? Only if the part is not in stock and there is a need for quick shipments.
5. Can you provide a more detailed list of equipment, to include at least the KW size and fuel type? You must visit the site.
6. We would like to schedule the site visit for next Tuesday, March 17th. Do we need to schedule that with Richard Blakely at 401-222-6700? Yes.